Why isn't the Bird down on the Photograph List?

The Glee and Banjo clubs go to Wellesley on the 11th, and to Malden the 16th.

There will be a meeting of '93's Class Day Committee in Room II, Rogers, Saturday, March 11th, at 12 M.

The quarterly meeting of the Corporation will be held March 7th, at which time the reports of the visiting committees will be presented.

The Professor of Military Science and Tactics has begun a series of Saturday morning lectures on ancient history for the benefit of the Battalion.

Freshman query: Why not supply the corps with those guns, "that never came," and teach them modern instead of ancient military tactics?

At Electrical Society,—Mr. S., adjusting apparatus: "Gentlemen, you see in this case, as in many others, it is much easier to 'put it down' than to 'set it up.'"

The solar attachment doesn't give away any heat to the Sophomore Civils taking observations from the roof of Engineering building during these blustering days.

The K. O. S. Society held a very successful dinner at the Parker House last Saturday night. Gardner, Newell, and Rockwell, all '95, were initiated as members.

A complete set of "modern" Exchanges has now been placed on the Tech table in the reading room, and hereafter the papers will be promptly changed every month.

A disappointed tennis player suggests dumping Boston's snow on our courts instead of on the Common, thereby gaining a good foundation for dirt courts when a thaw sets in.

A letter was received at the cage a few days ago, addressed, "Care School of Technicalities." We hope it may be the good fortune of our Institute Committee to enlighten such ignorance.

Von B., '96: "May I be excused? My brother has been arrested for assault; I want to go and get him out."

Professor: "Impossible! Why, he's the freshest one in your Class."

Will the man who handed some verses signed "Amateur," into THE TECH, please disclose his identity? We can keep a secret if a person wishes to remain "incog.,” but it is absolutely necessary that we know the name of every contributor.

The K₂S Society dined Tuesday evening, February 28th, at the Thorndike. L. R. Moore, '94, was initiated. Papers were read by T. T. Dorman, on the Manufacture of Glycerine, and by H. L. Rice, on the Measurement of High Temperatures.

A few weeks ago we noticed in a newspaper account of a quarrelsome "Congress" of the Chicago University, the name of Richard Waterman, Jr., '92, among those of the angry contestants for "political honors." To what low planes does the ready wit of man descend!

A rather important addition is being made to the heating apparatus in Room 51, Architectural Building. Two large coils of steam pipe are being put up on either side of the platform in the centre for the purpose of heating the model during the drawing of the life class.

The Faculty have made the following appointments: Mr. Charles M. Faunce to be Assistant in Mechanical Drawing for the remainder of the year, to take the place of Mr. Hamilton Rice, who has resigned; and Mr.